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Abstract 
Let 1 be a commutative field; Bauval [l] showed that the theory of the ring 1[X,, . . , X,] is 
the same as the weak second-order theory of the field 1. Now, I[X,, . . , X,] is the ring of the 
monoid N”, so it may be asked what properties of N” we can deduce from the theory of IINm], 
that is, if I[N”‘] is elementarily equivalent to the ring of monoid k[G], with k, a field and G, 
a monoid, what do we know not only about the first-order theory of G but also about more 
properties of G. We prove that in this case G is isomorphic to N”. 
Bauval [l, Theorem V.2.1.1 proved that if a factorial ring (or a Noetherian ring) A is 
elementarily equivalent to I[X,, . . . ,X,1, then A is isomorphic to F[X,, . . ,X,], with 
F being the field of invertible elements of A (we call “field of invertible elements” the set 
containing 0 and the invertible elements, in case it is a field). 
Our result is different from this property because, a priori, the field k is not the field of 
invertible elements (if G contains non-trivial invertible elements). Furthermore, k[G] is not 
always factorial or Noetherian: if G is isomorphic to the Cartesian product niCwN, then the 
number of irreducible elements that divide X(‘*‘~~..~ 13...) IS infinite, and the ideal generated by 
the monomials X(“*o~.~.~o~‘~o~..~) is not finitely generated. 
We recall that to be factorial or Noetherian are not elementary properties. 
1. Notations 
Definition 1.1 Let k be a field and let G be a monoid. k[G], the k-algebra “free on G” 
will be called the ring ofthe monoid G. An element of k[G] can be written uniquely as 
a sum &,,a,Xg, with a, E k and I finite subset of G. The sum and the product are 
defined by the following rules: 
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(,r;aJ”) (pJ’) = ,;++, ( g,=hag+h. 
Definition 1.2. Let k be a field and let G be a totally ordered monoid. We denote by 
k[[G]] the ring of the formal series with coefficients in k and exponants in G. An 
element of k [ [G]] can be written as a sum Cge,agXg, with ag E k and I well ordered 
finite subset of G. We define the sum and the product just as we did in k[G]. 
Definition 1.3. Let G be a monoid. G is called regular if whenever there exist three 
elements x, y and z such that x + z = y + z, then x = y. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a monoid, k ajield, 1 a commutativejeld and m a natural integer 
such that the ring k[G] is elementarily equivalent to 1 [W]. Then G is isomorphic to N”. 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 will not use the main results of [l]. 
Remark. This theorem does not remain valid if we replace the assumption “k fields” 
by “k ring”. Indeed, if k = 1 [X 1] then 
k[NmB1] = l[X,] [FW-‘1 P l[N”] and N”-’ # N”. 
2. Properties of l[X1, . . . , X,], m > 1 
In the proof of Theorem 1.4, we shall need the following properties of 
1 [X,, . . . , X,] (cf. [4, Chs. 20-241). 
Proposition 2.1. Any maximal ideal is generated by m elements. 
Proposition 2.2. Any chain of prime ideals contains at most m ideals. 
In case the ideals are finitely generated, these statements are elementary statements. 
3. Properties of G 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a monoid, k a-field, 1 a commutativejield and m a natural integer 
such that the ring k[G] is elementarily equivalent to l[W]. Then G is commutative, 
regular, torsion free, totally orderable and only 0 is invertible. Furthermore, k is 
a commutative jield. 
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Proof. 
-G commutative: 1 [IV’] is commutative, therefore k[G] is commutative. Let gi 
and g2 be elements of G, then X91+92 = XglXg* = Xg2Xg1 = Xgzfgl, hence 
91 + 92 = 92 + 91. 
- G regular: 1 [Nm] is regular, so k [G] is regular. Let h, h’ and g be elements of G such 
that h + g = h’ + g, hence Xhfg = Xh’+g, that is, XhXg = Xh’Xg, therefore 
Xh = Xh’, so h = h’. 
- G torsion free: to be an integral domain is an elementary property therefore k[G] is 
an integral domain; if g E G is of period p then (1 - Xg)(l + X9 + ... + 
XCpm ijg) = 1 - Xpg = 1 - X0 = 0, contradiction. 
~ G is totally orderable: we deduce from [l, Proposition 111.11 that any commutative 
torsion free and regular monoid is totally orderable. 
-Only 0 is invertible: if g E G, g # 0 is invertible, then X9 is invertible in k[G], and 
X9 # 1. The sum of two invertible elements of I[N”] is an invertible element, so the 
sum of two invertible elements of k[G] is an invertible element, hence 1 - Xg is 
invertible in k[G]. But G is totally orderable then k[G] is a subset of k[[G]]. 
1 + X” + X29 + . . . + X”g + . . . E k[[G]] is the inverse of 1 - X9 is and it does 
not belong to k[G], contradiction. 
-k is a commutative field: trivial. 0 
Corollary 3.2. With the same conditions as in Lemma 3.1, an element x of k[G] is 
invertible tf and only if x E k\ (0). 
Proof. G is totally orderable, so any invertible element of k[G] can be written as 
a product aXg with a E k and g an invertible element of G (cf. [l, Proposition 111.41) 
therefore g = 0. q 
4. Irreducible elements in k[G] 
Definition 4.1. Let u be a non-invertible element of a ring A. 
(1) u is called prime if whenever u divides VW with v E A and w E A then u divides v 
or w. 
(2) u is called irreducible if whenever there exist v E A and w E A such that u = VW, 
then v or w is an invertible element. 
Definition 4.2. Let g be an element of a monoid G. g is called prime if whenever there 
exist u, v and w in G such that u + v = g + w then there exists t E G such that 
u=g+torv=g+t. 
Proposition 4.3. Let k be a commutative field and let G be a commutative, regular, 
torsion free monoid such that only 0 is invertible. If g is a prime element of G then X9 is 
an irreducible element of k[G]. 
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Proof. If g is a prime element of G and if ab = Xg with a E k[G] and b E k[G], then 
there exist two elements CI and /I of k, and there exist two elements h and h’ of G such 
that a = mXh and b = BX”’ (because G is totally orderable). Hence ab = c$X~‘~‘, 
therefore a/I = 1 and h + h’ = g. g is prime, therefore there exists h, in G such that 
h = g + hl, so g = g + h, + h’; now hl + h’ # 0 implies g + hl + h’ #g hence 
h, + h’ = 0 and hl = h’ = 0 (because only 0 is invertible), therefore a = txXg, b = /I 
and b is invertible. Consequently X9 is irreducible. 0 
Proposition 4.4. With the same conditions as in Proposition 4.3, ifgl, . , gn are n prime 
elements of G, then the ideal generated by Xgl, . . . , X9” in K [G] is prime. 
Proof. Let J, be the ideal generated by Xgl, . . . , X9”, clearly J, # k[G]. Assume that 
ab is an element of J,, with a E k[G] and b E k[G]. a and b can be written in the form 
of sums: 
a= c ahxh+ 1 Ehxh, 
he.71 he.72 
b= c PhXh + 1 B,,xh, 
haR, heR2 
such that for all h E RI u S1 there exist hl and i, 1 f i < n, such that h = gi + h,, and 
no element of R, u S, satisfies this property. Consequently 
ab= c &,,&,Xh+h’ + 
heS,,h’eRl 
hrS;,bR1 C(hBh’Xh+h’ 
+ ,,,;,,,, ahPh’Xh+h’ +  htS;,tRI ahbh’Xh+h’. 
We denote the sum ab - ChESZ,hlER2 uhflh,Xh+h’ by c, c E J,. Therefore 
If S2 and R, are not empty, then ChsSl ahXh and ChERz fihXh are not invertible and 
they are different from 0 (by Corollary 3.2); hence their product is not invertible and is 
different from 0. This product contains monomials IXP with p = h + h’, 
h E S2, h’ E Rz; but ab - c E J,, therefore there exists i, 1 < i < n, and there exists g in 
G such that p = gi + g (because J, in generated by monomials Xgl, . . . , Xgn). Hence 
each monomial of an element of J, can be written in the form of a product of a X9’ by 
an other monomial. So gi + g = h + h’ and by definition of a prime element, there 
exists g1 in G such that h = gi + ql; h$S, contradiction. Accordingly either S2 or 
R2 is empty, so either a or b is an element of J,. 0 
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Proposition 4.5. With the same conditions as in Proposition 4.3, if gl, . , gn are n prime 
elements of G, then no Xgl is an element of the ideal generated by the other X91. 
Proof. Assume that 
xgl = i pixg’ with pi E k[G] 
i=2 
= ii2 7 aijXbzJtgz with aij E k, 
hence there exist i and j such that g1 = bij + gi. g1 is prime, therefore either 
bij = g1 + b’ SO b’ + gi = 0: contradiction, or gi = g1 + b’ and bij + b’ = 0, hence 
g1 = gi, contradiction. 0 
Proposition 4.6. With the same conditions as in Proposition 4.3, we suppose that any 
element of k[G] is prime if and only if it is irreducible. Then Xg is an irreducible element 
of k[G] if and only if g is a prime element of G. 
Proof. From the previous propositions it follows at once that it will suffice to prove 
that if X9 is irreducible then g is prime. Assume that X9 is irreducible and that there 
existf, h, and h in G such that g +f= h, + h,; then XgXf = Xh’Xh2 so there exists 
z in k[G] such that Xgz = Xhi, i = 1 or 2. Necessarily z is a unitary monomial Xp, 
and Xh’ = Xg+p, hence hi = g + p; this proves that g is prime. 0 
1 [N”‘] is a factorial ring, therefore any element of l[N”] is prime if and only if it is 
irreducible. Hence whenever k[G] = 1 [N”‘] then k[G] satisfies Proposition 4.6. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
In case m = 0, Theorem 1.4 is trivial, we assume henceforward m 2 1. 
It will suffice to prove that there exist m elements gl, . , gm of G such that for any 
element g of G there exist unique m-uple (Al, . . . , A,) of IV such that g = c,!!! i 1igi, with 
pi E N. The isomorphism: G -+ N” assigns g1 to (1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , g,,, to (0, . . . , 0, 1). 
The g;s that will satisfy this property are the prime ones. 
Lemma 5.1. G contains prime elements, and it contains at most m prime elements. 
Proof. In l[FV], any non-invertible element is divisible by at least one irreducible 
element, so k[G] satisfies the same statement. Let g E G, g # 0, hence Xg is not 
invertible and there exists an irreducible element X9’ such that X9’ divides X9. By 
Proposition 4.6, g1 is prime. This proves that G contains prime elements. 
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Assume that there exist m + 1 prime elements gr, . . . , g,,,+ i, and let J1 be the ideal 
generated by Xgl, J, the ideal generated by Xgl, Xg2, . . . , J, the ideal generated by 
x91, . . . ) Xgm, and J,,, the ideal generated by X gl, . . . , X gm, X9- + I. By Propositions 
4.4 and 4.5, J1 c J, c ... c J, c Jm+l is an ascending chain of m + 1 finitely 
generated prime ideals. Now by Proposition 2.2, any chain of prime ideals of I[W] 
contains at most m ideals. In case the ideals are finitely generated, this statement is 
elementary so k[G] satisfies it, contradiction. 0 
Proposition 5.2. Let a and g be elements of G such that Xg is an irreducible element of 
k[G], and assume that X9 is the only prime divisor of X”; then there exists an integer 
1 such that a = lg. 
Proof. Let v be an element of l[N”]. If u is the only irreducible element of l[fV] that 
divide v, then there exist w and an invertible element CY. such that (1 - u)w = 1 - CI 
(cf. [3]). This statement is elementary, so it applies to k[G]. 
Suppose X9 is the only irreducible element that divides X”. Let c( be an invertible 
element of k[G] and let w be an element of k[G] such that (1 - xX9) w = 1 - X9. G is 
totally orderable, then k[G] c k[[G]]. 1 + X9 + ... + Xng + ... E k[[G]] is the 
inverse of 1 - X9 so 
w = (1 - aXO)(l - xg)-’ 
= (1 - aXO)(l + xg + ... + x”g + . ..) 
= (1 + xg + ... + X”9 + . . . ) - cq” + xu+g + . . . + x0+4 + . ..). 
if (1 - GLX’)(~ - Xg)-’ is an element of k[G], then the number of terms is finite, so 
there exist n and p such that ng = a + pg; 
_ if p < IZ then (n - p)g = a, because G is regular; 
_ if n d p, 0 = a + (p - n)g, 0 is the only invertible element, therefore a = 0, p = n. 
Accordingly there exists ,J in lW such that a = Ag. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Every element of G has a unique expression in the form of ajnite sum of 
prime elements. 
Proof. The statements “u is the only irreducible element that divides v” and “1 - u 
divides 1 - IJ” are elementary. In l[X1, . . . , X,], these two statements are equivalent 
to the condition that u be a power of the irreducible element u. If u and v are two 
elements of k[G] that satisfy these two statements, we shall say that v is a power of u. 
Therefore, the property: 
(i) “x has a unique representation in form of a product x = ab with a a power of the 
irreducible u and gcd(u, b) = 1” 
is elementary, so it applies to the elements of k[G]. 
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In the same way, the elementary property: 
(ii) “if x = a, b, = a,bz, with qcd(al, a*) = 1, then there exists c such that bI = a2c 
and b2 = ale” 
applies to the elements of k[G]. 
Let ql, . . . , g,, be the prime elements of G, and let q be an element of G. From (i), (ii) 
and Proposition 5.2, it follows that X9 has a unique expression in the form of 
a product Xg = Xnlgl ... X”pgp~ = X”lgl+“‘+“pgp~, with ni E N and &(Xg’, C) = 1 
(1 < i d p). Furthermore, c is a monomial Xh, because G is totally orderable (cf. Cl]). 
For any element x of 1 [X,, . . . , X,], there exists an irreducible element u such that 
u divides x. This statement is elementary therefore there exists an irreducible element 
fi of k[G] that divides Xh. j3 has a representation in the form of a monomial Xh’. By 
Proposition 4.6, h1 is prime, so h, belongs to the set {qI, . . . , g,}, contradiction. It 
follows that h = 0 and c = 1. 0 
From all this, we can yet conclude G 2: Np with 1 d p d m, the result will follow 
from the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. p 2 m. 
Proof. Let ul, . . . , up be elements of k[G]. By Proposition 2.1, if p < m then the ideal 
generated by ul, . . . , up is not a maximal ideal. But G N NP, so there exist ul, . . . , up, 
such that the ideal generated by ul, . . . , up is a maximal ideal, contradiction. q 
6. Consequences 
Corollary 6.1. Let A be a ring, 1, a commutative jield and m, an integer such that A is 
elementary equivalent to 1 [N”‘]. Then, there exist a jield k and a monoid G such that 
A = k[G] if and only if A is factorial. Furthermore, k is thefield of invertible elements 
of A and G is isomorphic to N”. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.4 and [l, Theorem V.2.11 (see introduction). 0 
Corollary 6.2. Let G be a monoid, k, afield, 1, a commutativejeld and m, an integer such 
that k[G] is elementary equivalent to l[fV’]. Assume that 1 is one of thefollowingjelds: 
-any algebraically closed field of jinite transcendence degree over its prime subfield 
-the field of algebraical real numbers 
-any jinite jield 
then G is isomorphic to N” and k is isomorphic to 1. 
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Proof. By Theorem 1.4, we have G Y N”, and by [l, Corollary V.2.81 we deduce 
k[G] 2: /[N”‘]. In this last isomorphism, an invertible element of k[G] maps to an 
invertible element of l[Nm], so k 2: 1. Cl 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a monoid, k, ajield, 1, a commutativejeld and m, an integer such 
that k[G] is elementary equivalent to l[N*]. Then k is elementarily equivalent to 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, k is definable in k[G], so k = 1. 0 
Lemma 6.4. Let G be a monoid, k, a jield, 1, a commutative field and ~1, an infinite 
cardinal such that k[G] is elementary equivalent to l[N“]. Then there exists a set B with 
card(B) = /? injinite such that Np is isomorphic to a submonoid of G, and G is isomorphic 
to a submonoid of the Cartesian product nbeBN. 
Proof. It is easily verified that Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and Propositions 4.3-5.2 
remain valid. Let B be the set of prime elements of G and let /I be the cardinal of B, 
then, in the same way as in Lemma 5.1, we show that jJ is infinite. Furthermore, 
G contains a submonoid isomorphic to N”. Let g be an element of G. For each b E B, 
we let & be the integer such that X9 has a unique representation in the form of 
a product Xg = Xab.b xb with Xgb and xb relatively prime (cf. proof of Lemma 5.3). Let 
6(g) = @b)bsB> then one can verify that 4 is an isomorphism from G into nbSsN. 0 
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